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Canada’s post-pandemic
spending should give a
boost to northern internet
connectivity
“Solutions … need to be led by northerners, with capacity
development and ownership opportunities for Inuit and
Nunavummiut generally”

Satellite dishes near the beach in Pangnirtung. Nunavut Senator
Dennis Patterson says that federal investments in northern
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internet initiatives should prioritize “any initiative in the North
that is led by Arctic residents, with particular consideration given
to any project that provides learning and own-source revenue
generation opportunities to Indigenous people.” (File photo)

By Dennis Patterson
Anyone who’s ever built something knows that it’s much
easier when you know what the nished product should
look like; it helps with design choices along the way and
makes it easier to identify and x any mistakes.
As in many other countries, COVID-19 has hit the reset
button on Canada’s economy, giving us an opportunity to
strategically invest in projects and sectors that will help
us once again thrive in a post-pandemic world.
However, northern investments to date seem to be ad hoc
and devoid of any larger strategy. Take, for example,
internet and broadband.
Nunavut, with its reliance on satellite internet, is subject
to a phenomenon called “rain fade.” If it’s too rainy or
foggy in Saskatchewan (where the signal goes up to the
satellites) or in Nunavut (where the signal comes down),
the entire territory can be without proper internet. This is
particularly troublesome during a pandemic that forces
many of us to work or learn from home, or for those who
rely on technology to stay in touch with loved ones as we
practise social distancing. It also a ects—among other
things—our ability to carry out the day-to-day work of
government, communicate in times of emergencies, and
administer justice in cases where individuals are
appearing via video conference.
Solutions to broadband issues—like solutions to several
other pressing concerns such as overcrowded housing
and a lack of mental health and addictions support—need
to be led by northerners, with capacity development and
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ownership opportunities for Inuit and Nunavummiut
generally.
When I chaired the Special Senate Committee on the
Arctic, our report Northern Lights: A Wake-Up Call for
the Future of Canada highlighted one key theme:
“decisions about the North must be made in the North,
for the North and by the North.”

With all this in mind, I was taken by a current submission
made to the House of Commons Standing Committee on
Finance by a group of Inuit and northern business people
and leaders called the PanArctic Communications
Consortium. Their pre-budget submission is entitled
“Enabling an Inuit-led Telecommunications Solution for
Canada’s Arctic.”
This submission highlights previous government
initiatives aimed at shrinking the north/south
telecommunications divide that, in practice, resulted in
$49.9 million being awarded to telecommunications
company BCE Inc. (also known as “Bell”) and its wholly
owned subsidiary Northwestel Inc. through its Connect to
Innovate (CTI) program. This massive contribution of
public funds has enabled Bell/Northwestel to essentially
corner the market. The submission notes that “despite
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ISED’s [Innovation, Science and Economic Development
Canada’s] stated commitment to open access to CTIfunded facilities, Bell has o ered inadequate (and often
unusable) wholesale access to its subsidized T19 satellite
backbone capacity.” In plain terms—it has killed
competition in this market.
The submission goes on to point out that the CRTC’s
Broadband Fund is “insu

ciently capitalized to resolve

the digital divide” and that the Universal Broadband
Fund announced in 2019 has yet to be implemented.
The pitch: an Inuit-led solution that would see Nunavut’s
largest Inuit birthright development corporation, the
Qikiqtaaluk Corp., and a northern-based
telecommunications company, SSi Canada, build on
existing infrastructure to build a “high-capacity satellite
and bre backbone infrastructure across the Arctic.” This
would provide “fair and open access” but would also be a
project driven, built and owned by Inuit.
This isn’t the only active project proposal that is Inuitled. The Kivalliq Hydro-Fibre Link is being championed
by the Kivalliq Inuit Association. The KIA has lined up
partners such as Anbaric, and signed an MOU with the
Canada Infrastructure Bank for a full feasibility study.
Adamee Itorcheak, an Inuk who has played a pioneering
role in telecommunications throughout the North for
over 20 years, sits as president of Ivaluk Fibre and has
been pushing hard for his project that would bring bre
to communities throughout Nunavut and Nunavik.
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While government must do its due diligence, priority
should be given to any initiative in the North that is led by
Arctic residents, with particular consideration given to
any project that provides learning and own-source
revenue generation opportunities to Indigenous people.
Competition is important in any sector, but Indigenous
capacity development and ownership opportunities are
key in any northern endeavour. If we are to successfully
empower Nunavummiut, and most especially Inuit, to
rebuild and grow their economy in the post-COVID
world, Canada needs to invest in big-picture solutions
that northerners bring to them. It’s their home, so why
should we not follow their vision?

Dennis Patterson is the senator of Nunavut.
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